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Table 7. Common Sources of Contraceptive Financing, by Type

Type of Source Definition
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Transfers from government domestic 
revenue

Funds allocated from government domestic revenues for health 
purposes

Internally generated funds (IGF) Internal transfers and grants from taxes, duties, and fees

Transfers distributed by government from 
foreign origin

Bilateral, multilateral, or other types of foreign funding 
distributed through the general government; they are considered 
public funds because the government controls them. 

Foreign financial revenues earmarked for 
contraceptive purchases

Donations by international agencies, foreign governments, 
foreign nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), or individuals 
to the government specifically to purchase contraceptives for 
governmental or nonprofit schemes. 

Non-earmarked foreign revenues Donations by international agencies, foreign governments, 
foreign NGOs, or individuals to the government without 
specifying that they are to be used for contraceptive 
procurement; either through direct budget support or through a 
basket fund.  

Loans from international organizations World Bank or regional development bank credits or loans

Other funds donors gave to the government  Any other funds given by foreign revenues to the government.

Social insurance contributions Receipts, either from employers on behalf of their employees, or 
from employees, the self-employed, or non-employed persons 
on their own behalf; which entitle participants to social health 
insurance benefits, including contraceptive commodities.
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Employers Employer’s contributions to private health insurance that covers 
contraceptives or contraceptive services directly provided to 
employees.

Households Out-of pocket payments, as well as any voluntary transfers from 
households to health financing schemes (for example, user fees 
for contraceptives paid at service delivery points).

Nonprofit institutions NGOs that provide their own funding for contraceptive 
commodities.
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Direct foreign aid in-kind In-kind contraceptive donations from multilateral, bilateral, or 
foundation donors. 

Direct foreign financial transfers Donations of funds for contraceptives from multilateral, bilateral, 
or foundation donors to nongovernment entities. 

Note: If these donations are channeled through government or 
government agencies, count these as public funds.




